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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a fuel pressure detector for a common rail type fuel injection apparatus having a fuel pump for pressure feeding fuel, a common rail for storing fuel pressure fed from the fuel pump and fuel injection valves for infecting fuel supplied from the common rail, the fuel pressure detector being disposed in the common rail type fuel injection apparatus for detecting a common rail fuel pressure.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] The common rail type fuel injection apparatus, superior in controllability to the mechanical fuel injection pump-nozzle system, has been previously proposed as a fuel supply system for multi-cylinder diesel engines and the like (e.g., see Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No. 2000-18052).

[0003] This type of fuel injection apparatus stores fuel, pressurized to a given pressure by a high-pressure pump, in a common rail and injects fuel stored in the common rail from a given injector in synchronization with fuel injection timings. A controller is provided to control the common rail fuel pressure and the operations of the individual injectors such that fuel is injected in optimal fuel injection conditions for the engine operation status.

[0004] Thus, the common rail type fuel injection apparatus has hitherto been developed as a fuel injection apparatus with excellent controllability because the apparatus is capable of controlling, in addition to the fuel injection amount and time, the fuel injection pressure - the pressure determined by the common rail fuel pressure - according to the engine operation status.

[0005] A description will be given below of a fuel injection system equipped with an ordinary common rail type fuel injection apparatus.

[0006] Fig. 17 is a schematic view of the overall configuration of a fuel supply system in a multi-cylinder diesel engine equipped with a common rail type fuel injection apparatus. The present common rail type fuel injection apparatus comprises a plurality of fuel injection valves (hereinafter referred to as "injectors") b, b,... attached correspondingly to individual cylinders of the diesel engine (hereinafter simply referred to as "engine") a, a common rail c for accumulating high-pressure fuel under a relatively high pressure (common rail pressure: 20MPa, etc.), a high-pressure pump f for pressurizing fuel, sucked from a fuel tank d via a low-pressure pump e, to a high pressure and injecting the fuel into the common rail c and a controller (ECU) g for electronically controlling the injectors b, b,... and the high-pressure pump f.

[0007] Each of the injectors b, b,... is attached to the downstream end of each of fuel pipes that individually communicate with the common rail c. Fuel injection from the injectors b is controlled, for example, by energizing and de-energizing (ON/OFF) injection control solenoid valves h provided midway along the fuel pipes. That is, the injectors b inject high-pressure fuel supplied from the common rail c to the combustion chamber of the engine a during the time period when the injection control solenoid valves h are open. For this reason, a given high common rail pressure (20MPa), equivalent to the fuel injection pressure, must be accumulated in the common rail, as a result of which the high-pressure pump f is connected via a fuel supply pipe i and a discharge valve j.

[0008] On the other hand, the ECUg receives engine information inputs such as engine rpm and load and outputs a control signal to the injection control solenoid valves h so as to obtain the fuel injection time and amount judged optimal based on these signals. At the same time, the ECUg outputs a control signal to the high-pressure pump f so as to provide the optimal fuel injection pressure in accordance with the engine rpm and load. Further, the common rail c is provided with a pressure sensor k for detecting the common rail inner pressure, and the fuel injection amount discharged from the high-pressure pump f to the common rail c is controlled such that the signal from the pressure sensor k becomes the preset optimal value in accordance with the engine rpm and load.


[0011] Incidentally, to obtain the optimal fuel injection conditions (fuel injection time and amount) appropriate for the engine rpm, load and so forth in such a common rail type fuel injection apparatus, it is necessary to recognize with high accuracy the common rail fuel pressure - the pressure governing the fuel injection pressure - and exercise control such that the optimal pressure is constantly maintained as the common rail fuel pressure. That is, it is essential to recognize the common rail fuel pressure with high accuracy, thus allowing proper drive control of the high-pressure pump and fuel injection control associated therewith.

[0012] As for the common rail type fuel injection apparatus previously proposed, however, proper proposals have yet to be made at present as to collection of fuel pressure data in the common rail and further as to improvement of the data accuracy.

[0013] In light of the above, it is an object of the present invention to improve the accuracy of fuel pressure detection data in the common rail in a common rail type fuel injection apparatus and thereby improve the reliability of basic data used for engine control and other purposes.
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0014] To achieve the aforementioned object, the fuel pressure detector of the invention is characterised in that it comprises:

- cylinder number judgement means for judging a cylinder number of the engine;
- crank angle detection means for detecting a crank angle;
- pressure detection means for detecting the common rail fuel pressure every given crank angle in response to an output signal from the crank angle detection means;
- storage means for storing the cylinder number, the crank angle and the common rail fuel pressure by associating them with one another in response to outputs from the cylinder number judgement means, the crank angle detection means and the pressure detection means; and
- data discrimination means for discriminating, from among data stored, data related to the common rail fuel pressure during the time period from after fuel pressure feed in the step prior to the final pressure feed step until before fuel pressure feed in the next step, so that the common rail fuel pressure is extracted at a time when fuel is not being pressure-fed into the common rail.

[0015] The detector of the invention allows for acquisition with high accuracy and storage of fuel pressure detection data in the common rail - basic data for obtaining optimal fuel injection conditions (fuel injection time and amount) appropriate for the engine rpm, load, etc. For example, it is possible to readily recognize a variation pattern of the common rail fuel pressure corresponding to the cylinder number and the crank angle, for example, by tabulating the stored detection data. This in turn makes it possible to build with precision a control program for properly controlling the common rail fuel pressure, and the fuel injection time and amount associated therewith, thus allowing highly efficient control over the engine operation.

[0016] The fuel pressure detector of the invention ensures that data discriminated and extracted by data discrimination means is that which is detected when the common rail fuel pressure has not reached the fuel injection pressure and at the same time when fuel is not being pressure-fed into the common rail (non-pressure feed timing between adjacent pressure feed steps). That is, since the data is that which is detected at a timing when the common rail fuel pressure has not reached the fuel injection pressure, the pressure data is detected at a timing falling outside those timings when the common rail fuel pressure is likely to change suddenly as a result of execution of fuel injection and also when fuel is not being pressure-fed. As a result, the data is extracted as pressure data detected at a timing when the common rail fuel pressure undergoes relatively small changes. This allows extraction of common rail fuel pressure data detected with high accuracy.

[0017] Particularly, while the common rail fuel pressure data, detected as it has reached the fuel injection pressure, is acceptable when pressure detection is complete prior to start of fuel injection, the fuel pressure data may be that during or after fuel injection depending on the setting of fuel injection timing and therefore is not desired data. For this reason, the present solution means extract pressure data detected at a timing falling outside those timings when the common rail fuel pressure is likely to vary suddenly as a result of execution of fuel injection, thus allowing highly reliable pressure data to be obtained.

[0018] It is to be noted that, as for the crank angle detection means, it may be possible to issue an output signal every given crank angle and have the common rail fuel pressure detected by pressure detection means in synchronization with the output signal transmission timing.

[0019] Further, the apparatus may be equipped with a fuel pump for pressure-feeding fuel in a plurality of steps and raising the common rail fuel pressure to a given fuel injection pressure at the end of the final pressure feed step, a common rail for storing fuel pressure-fed from the fuel pump, and fuel injection valves for injecting fuel supplied from the common rail.

[0020] In extracting data detected at a timing when the common rail fuel pressure undergoes relatively small changes as described above, the following is among configurations for detecting optimal data. That is, the data discrimination means may be configured so as to discriminate data related to the common rail fuel pressure during a time period from after fuel pressure feed one step prior to the final pressure feed step until before start of the final pressure feed step. That is, it is possible to extract pressure data detected when the common rail fuel pressure is relatively high (close to the fuel injection pressure) immediately before the final pressure feed step. That is, it is possible to obtain common rail fuel pressure data detected at the most reliable timing (timing when the pressure condition is closest to the fuel injection pressure) if the fuel injection pressure is estimated by common rail fuel pressure data detected at a timing when the pressure change is relatively small.

[0021] Meanwhile, a common rail type fuel injection apparatus, provided with the fuel pressure detector described in any one of the aforementioned embodiments and configured to inject fuel supplied from the common rail to the combustion chamber by the fuel injection valves, is also included in the technical concept of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] Fig. 1 illustrates a common rail type fuel injection
apparatus according to an embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a sectional view of a high-pressure pump as seen from its side.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the high-pressure pump as seen from its front.
Fig. 4 is a block diagram showing a schematic configuration of a crank angle identification device.
Fig. 5 is a basic configuration diagram of the crank angle identification device schematically showing first and second detection means.
Fig. 6(a) is an explanatory view showing a reference position of the crank angle by the first detection means, Fig. 6(b) is a development view of a protrusion on a crank shaft synchronous rotating body, Fig. 6(c) illustrates a waveform signal formed by amplifying an electromagnetic pickup output signal detected by a first detector, and Fig. 6(d) illustrates a rectangular wave pulse converted from the waveform signal.
Fig. 7(a) is an explanatory view showing a reference position of the crank angle by the second detection means, Fig. 7(b) is a development view of a protrusion on a cam shaft synchronous rotating body, Fig. 7(c) illustrates a waveform signal formed by amplifying an electromagnetic pickup output signal detected by a second detector, and Fig. 7(d) illustrates a rectangular wave pulse converted from the waveform signal.
Fig. 8 is a pulse signal waveform diagram describing the basis for determining of a first or second detection signal by first determining means.
Fig. 9 is a pulse signal waveform diagram describing the basis for determining of a third or fourth detection signal by second determining means.
Fig. 10 is a pulse signal waveform diagram describing the basis for determining of crank angle count reference by count reference determining means.
Fig. 11 illustrates a table stored in storage means.
Figs. 12 are timing charts showing various waveforms detected as a result of engine operation.
Fig. 13 is a flowchart describing the operation for detecting the common rail fuel pressure.
Fig. 14 is a flowchart describing the operation for controlling the common rail fuel pressure using a pressure detection data table.
Fig. 15 illustrates a table stored in the storage means in a second modification.
Fig. 16 is a flowchart showing pressure detection operation in a third modification.
Fig. 17 illustrates a schematic view of the overall configuration of a fuel supply system in a multi-cylinder diesel engine equipped with a conventional common rail type fuel injection apparatus.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0023] An embodiment of the present invention will be described below with reference to the drawings. In the present embodiment, a description will be given of application of the present invention to a common rail type fuel injection apparatus provided in the fuel supply system of a six-cylinder diesel engine.

Description of Common Rail Type Fuel Injection Apparatus

[0024] A description will be given first of the overall configuration of a common rail type fuel injection apparatus. Fig. 1 illustrates a common rail type fuel injection apparatus in a six-cylinder diesel engine. Detailed description of individual pieces of equipment constituting the common rail type fuel injection apparatus shown in the present figure will be omitted since they are approximately identical to those of the common rail type fuel injection apparatus described with reference to Fig. 17.

[0025] First, fuel supply to individual injectors 1 is carried out via branch pipes 3 constituting part of a fuel flow path from a common rail 2. Fuel, extracted from a fuel tank 4 via a filter 5 by a feed pump (the low-pressure pump) 6 and pressurized to a given inlet pressure, is sent to a high-pressure pump (fuel pump) 8 via a fuel pipe 7. The high-pressure pump 8 is a so-called plunger type fuel supply pump that is driven, for example, by the engine to raise the fuel pressure to a high pressure determined based on the driving condition and supplies fuel to the common rail 2 via a fuel pipe 9. It is to be noted that the detailed configuration of the high-pressure pump 8 will be described later.

[0026] Fuel, supplied to the high-pressure pump 8, is stored in the common rail 2 under a given pressure and supplied to the individual injectors 1, 1,... from the common rail 2. The injectors 1 are provided in plurality according to the engine type (number of cylinders; six cylinders in the present embodiment) and inject, under the control of a controller 12, fuel supplied from the common rail 2 to the corresponding combustion chamber at the optimal injection time and in the optimal injection amounts. Since the injection pressure at which fuel is injected from the injectors 1 is approximately equal to the pressure of fuel stored in the common rail 2, the common rail 2 pressure is controlled to control the fuel injection pressure.

[0027] Of fuel supplied to the injectors 1 from the branch pipes 3, that which is not spent on injection to the combustion chamber is returned to the fuel tank 4 via a return pipe 11.

[0028] The controller 12, an electronic control unit, contains cylinder number and crank angle information that has been input to it.

[0029] The controller 12 has target fuel injection conditions (e.g., target fuel injection time, target fuel injection amount, target common rail pressure) - the conditions determined in advance based on the engine operating conditions so as to ensure that the engine puts out the optimal output adapted to its operating conditions stored in it as a map or function and calculates target fuel injec-
tion conditions (namely, fuel injection timing and amount by the injectors) correspondingly to signals detected by various sensors and representing the current engine operating conditions, thus controlling the activation of the injectors and the common rail fuel pressure such that fuel injection is carried out under those conditions. The common rail 2 is provided with a pressure sensor 13, sending the pressure detection signal in the common rail 2 detected by the pressure sensor 13 to the controller 12. A description will be given later of the timing at which the detection signal is transmitted from the pressure sensor 13 to the controller 12.

[0030] Even as fuel in the common rail 2 is consumed as a result of injection from the injectors 1, the controller 12 controls the discharge of the high-pressure pump 8 so as to maintain the fuel pressure in the common rail 2 constant.

[0031] The common rail fuel injection apparatus is thus configured to accumulate discharged fuel, pressure-fed from the high-pressure pump 8, in the common rail 2 and drive the injectors 1 so as to inject fuel at a proper fuel injection timing (fuel injection time) and in proper fuel injection amounts (common rail fuel pressure and fuel injection time). To control the common rail fuel pressure, the apparatus controls the high-pressure pump 8 in accordance with fuel injection from the injectors to pressure-feed fuel and at the same time controls the amount of fuel pressure-fed, thus keeping the common rail pressure constant with no pressure drops.

Description of the High-pressure Pump 8 --

[0032] Next, the high-pressure pump 8 will be described. Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the high-pressure pump 8 as seen from its side, whereas Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the high-pressure pump 8 as seen from its front.

[0033] As shown in these figures, the high-pressure pump 8 has a cam chamber 81a formed at the lower end portion of a pump housing 81. A cam shaft 82, that is powered by a crank shaft not shown and rotates at the same rpm as that of the crank shaft, is inserted in the cam chamber 81a, and a pair of cams 82a, 82a is formed on the cam shaft 82 axially with a given space between them. The cams 82a are formed by three-crest cams so as to perform three upstrokes (discharge strokes of high-pressure fuel associated with rise of plungers 84 described later) per rotation of the cam shaft 82, with the cam lift phases of the individual cams 82a, 82a being 120 degrees apart. This causes each of thecams 82a, 82a to perform three upstrokes per rotation of the cam shaft 82, resulting in a total of six upstrokes being carried out. Since the crank shaft makes two rotations per engine cycle, the cam shaft 82 also makes two rotations per cycle in synchronization therewith, resulting in 12 upstrokes being carried out per cycle. That is, fuel is pressure-fed 12 times to the common rail 2. As described above, since the engine according to the present embodiment is a six-cylinder engine, fuel pressure feed is performed in two steps to the common rail 2 during the time period from fuel injection to one cylinder to fuel injection to another cylinder. Two-step fuel pressure feed is intended to minimize the peak drive torque value needed to rotate the cam shaft 82. That is, to boost the common rail fuel pressure to the fuel injection pressure by a single-step pressure feed, the peak drive torque value for rotating the cam shaft 82 becomes considerably high, resulting in a tendency toward larger loss of power for driving the high-pressure pump 8. To avoid this, fuel is pressure-fed in two separate steps in the present embodiment. It is to be noted that the peak drive torque value can be further suppressed if fuel is pressure-fed in three or more separate steps.

[0034] On the other hand, a pair of plunger barrels 83, 83 is provided inside the upper portion of the pump housing 81, with the plungers 84, 84 inserted in the lower halves of the plunger barrels 83, 83. Inside the upper halves of the plunger barrels 83, 83, there are provided discharge valves 85a accommodated in valve housings 85, 85 and check valves 85b inserted in the discharge valves 85a.

[0035] The plungers 84 are cylindrical in shape and fitted into the plunger barrels 83 so as to be free to make reciprocating motion in the vertical direction in the figure. A plunger chamber 86 is formed between the upper end surface of each of the plungers 84 and each of the valve housings 85. The plunger chamber 86 communicates with the upper space of the check valve 85b (space between the check valve 85b and the discharge valve 85a) accommodated inside the valve housing 85. The plunger chamber 86 is under low pressure when the plunger 84 is at the bottom dead center (the state of the plunger 84 on the right in Fig. 2), whereas the plunger chamber 86 is under high pressure when the plunger 84 is at the top dead center (the state of the plunger 84 on the left in Fig. 2).

[0036] There is provided, under the plunger 84, a slider 84b biased downward by a return spring 84a. The slider 84b has a cam roller 84c. The cam roller 84c slidingly contacts the outer surface of the cam 82a. Therefore, as the cam 82a rotates as a result of rotation of the cam shaft 82, the plunger 84 makes vertical reciprocating motion via the cam roller 84c and the slider 84b. This causes the plunger chamber 86, as described above, to be under low pressure when the plunger 84 is at the bottom dead center (the state of the plunger 84 on the right in Fig. 2) and to be under high pressure when the plunger 84 is at the top dead center (the state of the plunger 84 on the left in Fig. 2). It is to be noted that the reciprocating stroke of the plunger 84 is determined by the difference of height of the cam 82a.

[0037] The fuel pipe 7 extending from the fuel tank 4 communicates with a fuel introducing path 87 that is formed spanning from the pump housing 81 and the plunger barrel 83 to the valve housing 85. The inner pressure of the fuel introducing path 87 acts on the lower end of the check valve 85b within the valve housing 85. It is
to be noted that downward biasing force acts on the check valve 85b and the discharge valve 85a by return springs 85c and 85d. For this reason, when the pressure of the upper side of the check valve 85b (pressure in the space communicating with the plunger chamber 86) drops by a given pressure below the pressure of the fuel introducing path 87 as the plunger 84 lowers, then the check valve 85b opens against the biasing force of the return spring 85c, allowing fuel from the fuel introducing path 87 into the plunger chamber 86.

[0038] On the other hand, when the pressure of the upper side of the check valve 85b (pressure in the space communicating with the plunger chamber 86) increases by a given pressure above the pressure of the fuel introducing path 87 as the plunger 84 rises, then the check valve 85b closes the fuel introducing path 87 by the pressure thereof and the biasing force of the return spring 85c, and at the same time the discharge valve 85a opens against the biasing force of the return spring 85d, allowing fuel to be injected from the plunger chamber 86 to the fuel pipe 9 via a discharge flow path 88 at the upper portion of the pump housing 81. Fuel, brought under high pressure as a result of the reciprocating motion of the plungers 84, 84, is intermittently pressure-fed into the common rail 3 via the discharge flow path 88 and the fuel pipe 9.

- Crank Angle Recognition Device --

[0039] A description will be given next of the configuration of a crank angle recognition device - a device that transmits crank angle and cylinder number information to the controller 12. In the present embodiment, the crank angle identification device combines two capabilities: crank angle detection capability (capability referred to as "crank angle detection means" in the present invention) and cylinder number discrimination capability (capability referred to as "cylinder number judgment (discrimination) means" in the present invention).

[0040] Fig. 4 is a functional block diagram showing a schematic configuration of a crank angle identification device 100, whereas Fig. 5 is a configuration diagram schematically showing first and second detection means in Fig. 4.

[0041] In Figs. 4 and 5, 101 and 102 are respectively an engine crank shaft and a cam shaft for inlet and outlet valves, and the cam shaft 102 is designed to be rotated by a mechanism not shown synchronously with the crank shaft 101 at a 1:2 speed reducing ratio.

[0042] The crank shaft 101 is provided with first signal detection means 111 for obtaining first and second detection signals for every predetermined angle related to the rotation of the crank shaft 101. The first signal detection means 111 are provided with a crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 that is connected, for integral rotation, to and rotates synchronously with the crank shaft 101, a plurality of protrusions 112a,... each provided at every given angle along the outer perimeter of the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 and an electromagnetic type first detector 113.

[0043] The protrusions 112a of the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 are protruded radially outward every 6° crank angle, with an extremely small space between each of the protrusions 112a, 112a and its adjacent protrusion 112a - the space that roughly matches the circumferential width of the protrusion 112a, and two of the protrusions 112a, 112a are continually missing (these missing protrusions are referred to as missing protrusions 112b) before a crank angle reference position A (refer to Fig. 6). In this case, although the protrusions 112a,... are provided every 6° crank angle along the circumference of the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112, there are 58 pieces of the protrusions 112a that are protruded, with the two missing protrusions 112b subtracted from the count. The first detection signal for every predetermined angle is a short-interval detection signal every 6° crank angle that is output each time the protrusion 112a is detected along the circumference of the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112. The signal is detected 58 times when the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 makes one rotation. On the other hand, the second detection signal for every predetermined angle is a long-interval detection signal that detects the two missing protrusions 112b that are continually missing along the circumference of the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112. The signal is detected only once when the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 makes one rotation.

[0044] The cam shaft 102 is provided with a second signal detection means 121 for obtaining third and fourth detection signals for every predetermined angle related to the rotation of the cam shaft 102. The second signal detection means 121 are provided with a cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122 that is connected, for integral rotation, to the end of and rotates synchronously with the cam shaft 102, a plurality of protrusions 122a,... each provided at every given angle along the outer perimeter of the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122 and an electromagnetic pickup type second detector 123.

[0045] The protrusions 122a of the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122 are protruded radially outward at positions roughly corresponding to intervals of 60° cam angle along the circumference of the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122. A single protrusion 122b is protruded before a cam angle reference position B and more specifically 6° cam angle away from and before the protrusion 122a of the cam angle reference position B. In this case, the six protrusions 122a,..., the number corresponding to the number of engine cylinders, are protruded along the circumference of the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 112.

[0046] The third detection signal for every predetermined angle is a constant-interval detection signal corresponding to each cylinder that is output each time the protrusion 122a is detected along the circumference of the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122. The signal
is detected six times when the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122 makes one rotation. On the other hand, the fourth detection signal for every predetermined angle is a short-interval double-pulse specified detection signal that is continually detected twice because of the protrusion 122a of the cam angle reference position B and the protrusion 122b that is protruded therefore. The signal is detected only once (double pulse) when the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122 makes one rotation. In this case, as shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) that is a development view of Fig. 6(a) as well as Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) that is a development view of Fig. 7(a), the detection signals (electromagnetic pickup output signals) detected by the first detector 113 or second detector 123 are amplified by amplification means first and then converted to rectangular pulse signals by waveform signal forming means, both means in the signal detection means 111 or 121. Figs. 6(c) and 7(c) and Figs. 6(d) and 7(d) show the outputs of the amplification means and the waveform signal forming means, respectively. These pulse signals correspond respectively to the protrusions 112a, 112a and 112b.

[0047] In Fig. 4, 131 is first timer means as first measurement means, and the first timer means 131 measure, in response to output from the first detector 113, the time interval between occurrences of the first and second detection signals obtained based on the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112.

[0048] On the other hand, 132 is second timer means as second measurement means, and the second timer means 132 measure, in response to output from the second detector 123, the time interval between occurrences of the third and fourth detection signals obtained based on the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122.

[0049] Meanwhile, 133 is first determining means, and as shown in Fig. 8, the first determining means 133 compare, in response to output from the first timer means 131, a time interval between occurrences of the present and previous detection signals detected by the first timer means 131 - a time interval Tm between occurrences of the two detection signals spanning from the protrusion 112a, 112a to its adjacent one - with an immediately previous time interval between occurrences of the two detection signals spanning from the protrusion 112a, 112a to its adjacent one, determining whether the detection signal detected by the first timer means 131 is the detection signal for detecting the missing protrusions 112b when the relationship of \(2 \leq Tm/Tm-1 \leq 4\) is satisfied. It is to be noted that \(2\) and \(4\) that prescribe the range of \(Tm/Tm-1\) are variables that can be varied depending on the engine operating conditions such as engine load, whether or not the engine has just started or acceleration/deceleration.

[0050] On the other hand, 134 is second determining means, and as shown in Fig. 9, the second determining means 134 compare, in response to output from the second timer means 132, determining that the present detection signal is the second detection signal for every predetermined angle (specified detection signal by the missing protrusions 112b) when the relationship of \(2 \leq Tm/Tm-1 \leq 4\) is satisfied. It is to be noted that \(2\) and \(4\) that prescribe the range of \(Tm/Tm-1\) are variables that can be varied depending on the engine operating conditions such as engine load, whether or not the engine has just started or acceleration/deceleration.

[0051] And, 135 is count reference determining means, and the count reference determining means 135 determine, in response to outputs from the first and second determining means 133 and 134, that the occurrence timing of the first detection signal measured first by the first timer means 131 is a crank angle count reference A (crank angle reference position A) as shown in Fig. 10, when the detection signal is judged by the first determining means 133 as the second detection signal for every predetermined angle (specified detection signal once per rotation) and by the second determining means 134 as the fourth detection signal for every predetermined angle (double-pulse specified detection signal) within a given angle (e.g., within 30°) of the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112. In this case, the crank angle count reference A (crank angle reference position A) is, as shown in Fig. 6A, stipulated to be the leading edge position of the pulse signal (the protrusion 112a) in the rotation direction of the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112. On the other hand, the cam angle reference
position B is, as shown in Fig. 7A, stipulated to be the leading edge position of the pulse signal (the protrusion 122a) in the rotation direction of the cam shaft synchronous rotating body 122.

[0052] In Fig. 4, 141 is count means, and the count means 141 count, in response to output from the first determining means 133, occurrences of the first detection signal based on the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 each time the signal occurs. The count means 141 are designed to be reset when the number of occurrences of the first signal based on the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 reaches a given value. The given value for resetting the count means 141 is determined to be when the number of occurrences of the first signal based on the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 reaches a value equivalent to the rotation of a cylinder, namely, "20."

[0053] It is to be noted that if the value is equivalent to the rotation of a cylinder that matches the two missing protrusions 112b, the count means 141 are reset when "18" -- value derived by subtracting two pulses - is reached. The cylinder number is successively updated "18" -- value derived by subtracting two pulses - is reached. The cylinder number is successively updated when the number of occurrences of the first signal based on the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 reaches a given value. The given value for resetting the count means 141 is determined to be when the number of occurrences of the first signal based on the crank shaft synchronous rotating body 112 reaches a value equivalent to the rotation of a cylinder, namely, "20."

[0054] The above configuration allows for crank angle and cylinder number information to be obtained, thus transmitting these pieces of information to the controller 12.

- Description of the Configuration of the Fuel Pressure Detector --

[0055] A description will be given next of the configuration of the fuel pressure detector provided in the common rail fuel injection apparatus - the feature of the fuel pressure detector. The fuel pressure detector comprises the crank angle identification device 100 having the cylinder number discrimination capability and the crank angle detection capability described earlier, the pressure sensor 13 as pressure detection means and storage means 14 provided in the controller 12.

[0056] As shown in Fig. 1, the storage means 14, provided in the controller 12, store a cylinder number, a crank angle and a common rail fuel pressure, in response to output signals from the crank angle identification device 100 having the cylinder number discrimination capability and the crank angle detection capability and the pressure sensor 13, by associating these pieces of information together. More specifically, the pressure sensor 13 detects the common rail fuel pressure every 6° crank angle and sends the pressure detection result to the storage means 14.

[0057] Then, the storage means 14 create a table as shown in Fig. 11 by associating the pressure detection data (common rail fuel pressure data) with the cylinder number and the crank angle and store the table.

[0058] The table consists of k rows and n columns, with the columns representing crank angles POS ((1-20=n): 20 or 18 pulses per cylinder) and the rows representing cylinder numbers CYL (1-6=k). This provides unified control over common rail fuel pressure data according to the conditions of the individual cylinders (stroke position such as piston top or bottom dead center) and the crank shaft’s crank angle. Each time pressure detection data is detected, the data is written successively to the corresponding block in the table (data write area in the table corresponding to the recognized cylinder number and crank angle (pulse count) at the timing of pressure detection), thus updating the table. Alternatively, a new table may be successively created each time the crank shaft makes two rotations. That is, tables are created one after another.

- Common Rail Fuel Pressure Detection Operation --

[0059] A description will be given below of the common rail fuel pressure detection operation by the thus configured fuel pressure detector provided in the common rail fuel injection apparatus.

[0060] Fig. 12 is a timing chart showing various waveforms detected as a result of engine operation. (A) in the figure is a crank angle signal waveform transmitted by the crank angle sensor (constituted by the crank angle identification device 100), whereas (B) is a cam angle signal waveform transmitted by the cam angle sensor (constituted by the crank angle identification device 100) (the waveforms are approximately identical to those in Fig. 10). On the other hand, (C) illustrates the phase shift status of the high-pressure pump 8, with the shaded areas representing the pressure feed steps. That is, one cycle (one crest) of the waveform (C) represents the discharge operation of high-pressure fuel by one reciprocating motion of the plunger 84 of the high-pressure pump 8. Meanwhile, (D) is a waveform showing the changes in the common rail fuel pressure obtained by plotting the common rail fuel pressure detected every given crank angle (6°). That is, the pressure sensor 13 detects the common rail fuel pressure at the trailing edges of the waveform (A) pulse (detection conducted similarly when the missing protrusions 112b pass), and the waveform (D) is created based on the pressure detection results. On the other hand, (E) is a waveform illustrating the fuel injection ratio that represents the injection timings of the injectors 1.

[0061] As shown in the figure, the common rail fuel pressure repeatedly undergoes changes, reaching a given fuel injection pressure after two pressure feed steps and then slipping suddenly as a result of fuel injection by one of the injectors 1 (configuration already described for performing the two pressure feed steps).

[0062] Here, a first pressure feed step (step indicated by I in Fig. 12) after fuel injection by the injector 1 is called the first pressure feed step, whereas a second pressure
feed step (step indicated by III in Fig. 12) is called the second pressure feed step. Meanwhile, a non-pressure feed step between the first and second pressure feed steps is referred to as an intermediate pressure step (step indicated by II in Fig. 12), whereas a non-pressure feed step between the end of the second pressure feed step and the start of fuel injection (step indicated by IV in Fig. 12) is referred to as an injection pressure step. That is, the common rail fuel pressure gradually rises in the first and second pressure feed steps I and III, but abruptly declines at the fuel injection time as a result of fuel injection by the injector 1. On the other hand, the common rail fuel pressure remains relatively stable in the intermediate pressure step II and the injection pressure step IV.

In the present embodiment, the pressure sensor 13 detects the common rail fuel pressure every 6° crank angle as described above, namely, synchronously with the trailing edges of the crank angle signal (A) pulse in Fig. 12 and sends the pressure detection results to the storage means 14, that creates the table shown in Fig. 11 by associating the cylinder number, the crank angle and the common rail fuel pressure with one another and stores the table.

A flowchart of Fig. 13 illustrates this operation. That is, when the engine operation starts, the pressure sensor 13 detects the common rail fuel pressure each time the crank angle rotates 6° from the initial angle (Step ST1), whereas the storage means 14 store the pressure detection result (sampling results) in buffer by associating the result with the cylinder number and the crank angle (Step ST2). This operation is repeated each time the crank angle rotates 6°, thus creating the aforementioned table based on the stored data.

Fig. 14 is a flowchart illustrating the count operation for deciding conditions for controlling the common rail fuel pressure using the above table. In this count operation, it is judged in Step ST11 whether the present crank angle POS is the correct timing for referencing the common rail fuel pressure during the detection operation of the common rail fuel pressure. When the determining is YES, the process proceeds to Step ST12. The timing for referencing the pressure is, for example, set at a timing preceding from the timing at which to execute the control conditions obtained from the count - the timing that takes into account the amount of time it takes for pressure data extraction and count.

In Step ST21, the aforementioned table is referenced, extracting the common rail fuel pressure corresponding to the cylinder number CYL and the given crank angle POS and sending the data to a count buffer. In the count buffer, count is performed, for example, to find conditions to obtain the optimal common rail fuel pressure.

As a specific example, we assume that the first cylinder is recognized. If, using (computing) pressure data detected at the tenth pulse timing (timing at POS=10), one attempts to execute the control conditions at the fifteenth pulse timing (timing at POS=15), then the result of determining is Yes in Step ST11 at the third pulse timing (timing at POS=3). Then, the pressure data at the tenth pulse timing (timing at POS=10), acquired previously when the first cylinder was recognized, is extracted and sent to the count buffer for count. It is to be noted that this count operation is merely an example and that the timings are not limited thereto.

As described above, it is possible according to the fuel pressure detector according to the present embodiment to acquire, with high accuracy, and store detection data on the common rail fuel pressure - data that constitutes basic data for obtaining the optimal injection conditions (fuel injection time and amount) according to the engine rpm, engine load, etc. - through detection of the common rail fuel pressure every given crank angle and tabulation of the data. This makes it possible to readily recognize a pattern of the common rail fuel pressure according to the cylinder number and the crank angle as a result of the tabulation. As a result, a control program can be built with precision for properly controlling the common rail fuel pressure and the fuel injection time and amount associated therewith, thus allowing highly efficient control over engine operation.

In the present embodiment, the detection timing for the common rail fuel pressure is stipulated to be every given crank angle, ensuring excellent data reproducibility and thereby allowing acquisition of data preferred for controlling the common rail fuel pressure and the engine.

(First Modification)

A description will be given next of a modification of the aforementioned fuel pressure detector.

First, the first modification is intended to provide data discrimination means 15 for discriminating, from among data stored in the storage means 14, data related to the common rail fuel pressure in the step preceding the final pressure feed step (the second pressure feed step III), that is, during the time period from after fuel pressure feed in the first pressure feed step I until before fuel pressure feed in the next step (namely, the second pressure feed step III). In other words, the data discrimination means 15 can discriminate, in the present embodiment, data detected in the intermediate pressure step II - a non-pressure feed step between the first and second pressure feed steps I and III - and extract the data as necessary. More specifically, data may be discriminated as the data detected in the intermediate pressure step II by recognizing variations in the common rail fuel pressure. Alternatively, data may be discriminated as the data detected in the intermediate pressure step II by comparing the data with waveforms such as the crank angle signal (A), the cam angle signal (B) and the high-pressure pump 8 phase (C).

According to the configuration of the first modification, data discriminated and extracted by the data discrimination means 15 is that which is detected when the common rail fuel pressure is under the fuel injection
pressure and when fuel is not pressure-fed into the common rail 2 (the intermediate pressure step II). That is, since the data is detected when the common rail fuel pressure is under the fuel injection pressure, it is the data detected at a timing falling outside those timings when the common rail fuel pressure is likely to change suddenly as a result of execution of fuel injection. Besides, since fuel is not being pressure-fed, this data is extracted as the data detected at a timing when variations in the common rail fuel pressure are relatively small. This allows extraction of common rail fuel pressure data detected with high accuracy.

[0073] While variations in the common rail fuel pressure are also relatively small in the injection pressure step IV, the pressure data detected at this timing may be the data in the process of or after fuel injection and therefore cannot be claimed to be desired data. This is the reason why the present modification extracts the pressure data at a timing falling outside those timings when the common rail fuel pressure is likely to change suddenly as a result of execution of fuel injection, thus allowing acquisition of highly reliable pressure data.

[0074] Particularly in the present example, fuel is pressure-fed to the common rail 2 in two steps, namely, the first and second pressure feed steps I and III, and data detected in the intermediate pressure step II, the non-pressure feed step between the first and second pressure feed steps I and III, is subject to discrimination and extraction by the data discrimination means 15. That is, this makes it possible to extract the pressure data that is detected immediately before the final pressure feed step when the common rail fuel pressure is relatively high (close to the fuel injection pressure). For this reason, in estimating the fuel injection pressure based on common rail fuel pressure data detected at a timing when variations are relatively small, it is possible to acquire common rail fuel pressure data detected at the most reliable timing (timing when the common rail fuel pressure is closest to the fuel injection pressure).

(Second Modification)

[0075] The aforementioned embodiment and the first modification are designed to detect the common rail fuel pressure every given crank angle. The present modification is instead designed to detect the common rail fuel pressure at each elapsed of a given time. The present modification also allows for acquisition with high accuracy and storage of detection data on the common rail fuel pressure - data that constitutes basic data for obtaining optimal fuel injection conditions (fuel injection time and amount) according to the engine rpm, engine load, etc.

[0079] If, in the above modification, the detection start timing for the common rail fuel pressure at each elapsed of a given time is set to begin based on the crank angle, it is possible to acquire data based on temporal changes in the fuel pressure in the common rail 2 only over a necessary period of time. This ensures reduced detection load for the control device and provides improved compatibility between acquired and desired data.

[0080] In the present modification, the detection timing of the common rail fuel pressure is stipulated to be each elapsed of a given time, thus allowing acquisition of data preferred for analyzing physical phenomena during the engine operation. For example, it is possible to obtain the common rail fuel pressure as the data appropriate for analyzing the status of occurrence of pulsation arising in the common rail.

(Third Modification)

[0081] In the aforementioned embodiment and the modifications, the detected common rail fuel pressure data is tabulated. In the present modification, the common rail fuel pressure detected every given crank angle (e.g., every 6°) is used, as is, as the data for controlling the common rail fuel pressure without tabulating the data.

[0082] In the present modification, the common rail fuel pressure is detected in the step preceding the final pressure feed step (the second pressure feed step III), namely, during the time period from after fuel pressure feed in the first pressure feed step I until before fuel pressure feed in the next step (namely, the second pressure feed step III), and the pressure detection data is used as the data for controlling the common rail fuel pressure.

[0083] Fig. 16 is a flowchart illustrating the pressure detection operation in the present modification. In this operation, a determining is made in Step ST21 as to whether the crank angle has reached a given crank angle, and when that crank angle is reached, the pressure sensor 13 detects the common rail fuel pressure in Step ST22 (execution of pressure sampling). Then, in Step ST23, the common rail fuel pressure is controlled (e.g., controlling the high-pressure pump 8) using the detected common rail fuel pressure data as the data for controlling the common rail fuel pressure.

[0084] According to the configuration of the present third modification, the common rail fuel pressure is detected when the common rail fuel pressure is under the fuel injection pressure and also when fuel is not being pressure-fed into the common rail 2 (the intermediate pressure step II). That is, the common rail fuel pressure...
is detected at a timing when pressure variations are relatively stable, thus providing improved detection accuracy for the common rail fuel pressure.

- Other Embodiments -

[0085] In the aforementioned embodiment and modifications, descriptions have been given of application of the present invention to the common rail fuel injection apparatus provided in the six-cylinder diesel engine’s fuel supply system. The present invention is not limited thereto and applicable to various types of engines including four-cylinder diesel engine.

[0086] On the other hand, the pulse signal detection may be conducted at the pulse leading or trailing edges. Further, the pulse signal detection may be carried out at any position in the pulse.

[0087] It is to be noted that the present application is based on Japanese Patent Application No. 2002-285873, filed in Japan, whose contents are incorporated herein by reference. The documents cited in this specification are incorporated entirely and specifically herein by reference.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0088] As described above, the fuel pressure detector according to the present invention for the common rail type fuel injection apparatus and the common rail type fuel injection apparatus equipped with the fuel pressure detector are designed, in collecting common rail fuel pressure data during the engine operation, to prescribe sampling timings for fuel pressure data by detecting the common rail fuel pressure every given crank angle or at each elapse of a given time, making them effective for ensuring improved detection data accuracy and providing improved use value of the detection data. It is therefore possible according to the present invention to readily recognize a variation pattern of the common rail fuel pressure according to a cylinder number and a crank angle and provide improved detection data accuracy for the common rail fuel pressure. This makes it possible to build with precision a control program for properly controlling the common rail fuel pressure and the fuel injection time and amount associated therewith, thus allowing highly efficient control over the engine operation.

Claims

1. A fuel pressure detector for a common rail type fuel injection apparatus having a fuel pump (8) for pressure feeding fuel, a common rail (2) for storing fuel pressure fed from the fuel pump (8) and fuel injection valves for injecting fuel supplied from the common rail (2), the fuel pressure detector being disposed in the common rail type fuel injection apparatus for detecting a common rail fuel pressure and being characterised in that it comprises:

   - cylinder number judgement means (100, 141) for judging a cylinder number of the engine;
   - crank angle detection means (100, 111) for detecting a crank angle;
   - pressure detection means (13) for detecting the common rail fuel pressure every given crank angle in response to an output signal from the crank angle detection means;
   - storage means (14) for storing the cylinder number, the crank angle and the common rail fuel pressure by associating them with one another in response to outputs form the cylinder number judgement means, the crank angle detection means and the pressure detection means (13); and
   - data discrimination means (15) for discriminating, from among data stored, data related to the common rail fuel pressure during the time period from after fuel pressure feed in the step prior to the final pressure feed step until before fuel pressure feed in the next step, so that the common rail fuel pressure is extracted at a time when fuel is not being pressure-fed into the common rail.

2. The fuel pressure detector for a common rail type fuel injection apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the data discrimination means (15) are configured to discriminate data related to the common rail fuel pressure during the time period from after fuel pressure feed in the step one step preceding the final pressure feed step until before fuel pressure feed in the final pressure feed step.

3. A fuel pressure detector according to claim 2 wherein the fuel pump (8) is operable to pressure-feed fuel in a plurality of steps and to raise the common rail fuel pressure to a given fuel injection pressure at the end of the final pressure feed step; and the pressure detection means (13) is operable to detect, in response to an output signal from the crank angle detection means (100,111) every given crank angle, a common rail fuel pressure during the time period from after fuel pressure feed in the step prior to the final pressure feed step until before fuel pressure feed in the next step.

4. The fuel pressure detector for a common rail type fuel injection apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the pressure detection means (13) are configured to detect the common rail fuel pressure every given crank angle during the time period from after fuel pressure feed in the step one step preceding the final pressure feed step until before fuel pressure feed in the final pressure feed step.

5. A common rail type fuel injection apparatus equipped
with the fuel pressure detector according to any preceding claim, wherein fuel supplied from the common rail (2) is injected from fuel injection valves (1) to a combustion chamber.

Patentansprüche

1. Kraftstoffdruckdetektor für eine Common-Rail-Kraftstoffeinspritzvorrichtung mit einer Kraftstoffpumpe (8) zum Zuführen von Kraftstoff unter Druck, einer gemeinsamen Schiene (2) und Kraftstoffeinspritzventilen zum Einspriten von von der gemeinsamen Schiene (2) zugeführtem Kraftstoff, wobei der Kraftstoffdruckdetektor in der Common-Rail-Kraftstoffeinspritzvorrichtung angeordnet ist, um einen Common-Rail-Kraftstoffdruck zu detektieren, und dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er Folgendes umfasst:

- ein Zylindernummerfeststellmittel (100, 141) zum Feststellen einer Zylindernummer des Motors;
- ein Kurbelwinkeldetektionsmittel (100, 111) zum Detektieren eines Kurbelwinkels;
- ein Druckdetektionsmittel (13) zum Detektieren des Common-Rail-Kraftstoffdrucks bei jedem gegebenen Kurbelwinkel als Reaktion auf ein Ausgangssignal von dem Kurbelwinkeldetektionsmittel;
- ein Speichermittel (14) zum Speichern der Zylindernummer, des Kurbelwinkels und des Common-Rail-Kraftstoffdrucks, indem diese als Reaktion auf Ausgänge von dem Zylinderzunnehmerfeststellmittel, dem Kurbelwinkeldetektionsmittel und dem Druckdetektionsmittel (13) miteinander assoziiert werden; und
- ein Datenunterscheidungsmittel (15), um unter den gespeicherten Daten Daten in Bezug auf den Common-Rail-Kraftstoffdruck während der Zeitperiode ab der Kraftstoffzufuhrzufuhr in dem Schritt vor dem letzten Druckzufuhrschritt bis vor der Kraftstoffzufuhrzufuhr in dem nächsten Schritt zu detektieren.

2. Kraftstoffdruckdetektor für eine Common-Rail-Kraftstoffeinspritzvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Datenunterscheidungsmittel (15) so konfiguriert ist, dass es Daten in Bezug auf den Common-Rail-Kraftstoffdruck während der Zeitperiode ab der Kraftstoffzufuhrzufuhr in dem Schritt unmittelbar vor dem letzten Druckzufuhrschritt bis vor die Kraftstoffdruckzufuhr im letzten Druckzufuhrschritt unterscheidet.


5. Common-Rail-Kraftstoffeinspritzvorrichtung, die mit dem Kraftstoffdruckdetektor nach einem der vorherigen Ansprüche ausgestattet ist, wobei von der gemeinsamen Schiene (2) zugeführter Kraftstoff von Kraftstoffeinspritzventilen (1) in eine Brennkammer eingespritzt wird.

Revendications

1. Détecteur de pression de carburant pour un appareil d’injection de carburant type rampe commune, ayant une pompe de carburant (8) pour alimenter du carburant sous pression, une rampe commune (2) pour stocker le carburant alimenté sous pression de la pompe de carburant (8) et des soupapes d’injection de carburant pour injecter du carburant fourni de la rampe commune (2), le détecteur de pression de carburant étant disposé dans l’appareil d’injection de carburant type rampe commune pour détecter une pression de carburant dans la rampe commune et étant caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend:

- des moyens de discernement de nombre de cylindres (100, 141) pour discerner un nombre de cylindres du moteur;
- des moyens de détection d’angle de vilebrequin (100, 111) pour détecter un angle de vilebrequin;
- des moyens de détection de pression (13) pour détecter la pression du carburant dans la rampe commune à chaque angle de vilebrequin donné en réponse à un signal de sortie provenant du moyen de détection d’angle de vilebrequin;
des moyens de stockage (14) pour stocker le nombre de cylindres, l'angle de vilebrequin et la pression du carburant dans la rampe commune en les associant les uns aux autres en réponse aux sorties des moyens de discernement de nombre de cylindres, des moyens de détection d'angle de vilebrequin et des moyens de détection de pression (13); et des moyens de discrimination de données (15) pour discriminer, parmi des données stockées, des données relatives à la pression du carburant dans la rampe commune durant la période de temps commençant après l'alimentation de carburant sous pression à l'étape précédant l'étape d'alimentation sous pression finale jusqu'à avant l'alimentation de carburant sous pression à l'étape d'alimentation de carburant sous pression finale.

5. Appareil d'injection de carburant de type rampe commune équipé d'un détecteur de pression de carburant selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le carburant fourni de la rampe commune (2) est injecté dans une chambre de combustion (1) par des soupapes d'injection de carburant.

2. Le détecteur de pression de carburant pour un appareil d'injection de carburant de type rampe commune selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les moyens de discrimination de données (15) sont configurés pour discriminer les données relatives à la pression du carburant dans la rampe commune durant la période de temps commençant après l'alimentation de carburant sous pression à l'étape précédant l'étape d'alimentation sous pression finale jusqu'à avant l'alimentation de carburant sous pression à l'étape suivante, de sorte que la pression d'alimentation dans la rampe commune est extraite à un moment auquel le carburant n'est pas alimenté sous pression dans la rampe commune.

3. Détecteur de pression de carburant selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la pompe (8) est actionnable pour alimenter sous pression du carburant au cours d'une pluralité d'étapes et pour élever la pression du carburant dans la rampe commune afin de donner une pression d'injection de carburant donnée à la fin de l'étape d'alimentation sous pression finale; et le moyen de détection de pression (13) est actionnable pour détecter, en réponse à un signal de sortie des moyens de détection d'angle de vilebrequin (100, 111) à chaque angle de vilebrequin donné, une pression de carburant dans la rampe commune durant la période de temps commençant après l'alimentation de carburant sous pression à l'étape précédant l'étape d'alimentation sous pression finale jusqu'à avant l'alimentation de carburant sous pression à l'étape suivante.

4. Le détecteur de pression de carburant pour un appareil d'injection de carburant de type rampe commune selon la revendication 3, dans lequel les moyens de détection de pression (13) sont configurés pour détecter la pression du carburant dans la rampe commune à chaque angle de vilebrequin donné durant la période de temps commençant après l'alimenta-
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Diagram showing components labeled 122a, 122b, 122, 123, and 121. The diagram includes a block diagram with amplification means and waveform signal forming means. Graphs (b), (c), and (d) illustrate voltage, waveform signal, and pulse signal over time.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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### FIG. 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>n-1</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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